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Rationale 
 
To gain a full understanding of the importance of collaborative learning in the classroom, it is 
necessary to discuss the underlying theories from which this pedagogy emerged. Vygotsky’s 
socio-cultural learning theory (Vygotsky, 1978) is guided by the assumption that the 
development and use of language transforms children’s thinking. He stated language is both a 
cultural tool (for extending and sharing knowledge as part of a group) and a psychological 
tool (for processing individual thoughts). Vygotsky claimed that language has two functions 
which are closely related; inter-mental (social) thinking and intra-mental (individual) 
thinking (Howe & Mercer, 2010). The combination of these two functions results in a view 
that social activity and social interactions must shape our individual development as a learner 
(Mercer, 2013). Although there is much research which highlights the benefits and promotes 
the use of collaborative learning within the classroom, there are few studies which explore 
the effect of withholding the role of the reporter during such activities. Many children lose 
concentration and become disengaged during collaboration as they often lack the intrinsic 
motivation to actively participate in the given task. In order to ensure everyone is involved in 
the learning, each child in the group is given a role and understands they need to work as a 
group in order to achieve the desired goal. We acknowledged as probationer teachers, it can 
be difficult to find ways to maintain children’s interest in the task and ensure there are equal 
contributions being made to complete the task. Therefore, the overarching aim of this pilot 
study is to provide practitioners with an effective strategy to improve the engagement of all 
children when working in collaborative groups. 
 
Aims  
 
The aim of this enquiry was: 
• To determine if withholding the role of the reporter during collaborative learning would 

enhance pupil participation and alter pupil’s attitude towards working in groups. 
• To investigate whether this strategy is useful in engaging children during collaborative 

group work and is therefore a useful practice for teachers to implement in their own 
classroom. 

 
 
 
 



	

Methodology 
 
The enquiry took place over the course of four weeks in a Primary 6 classroom. To provide 
engaging learning experiences during the collaborative tasks, it was decided Interdisciplinary 
Learning would provide plenty of opportunities to utilise group work and gather rich 
qualitative data. To determine the effect of withholding the role of the reporter, two phases of 
the study took place; pre-elicitation and post-elicitation. The study involved initially 
determining pupil participation and pupil attitudes when the role of the reporter is allocated to 
the children during the introduction of the collaborative task. Finally, this process was 
repeated, and the role of the reporter was withheld from the children until five minutes prior 
to presentation. 
 
Data was collected through the use of questionnaires, observations and questioning. 
Empirical data was gathered through the use of an age appropriate questionnaire during the 
pre and post-elicitation period, closed questions were used to allow ease of understanding for 
the children. A total of six questions were selected in order to keep the process as brief, easy 
to understand and engaging as possible. 
 
Participant observations took place during pre and post-elicitation stages to gather notes on 
any behaviours or relevant statements which were made by the children. Bryman (2012) 
suggests participant observation requires the observer to be emerged in a social setting in 
which s/he seeks to observe the behaviour of members of that setting (children in a 
collaborative group) and to interpret the meanings they attribute to their 
environment/behaviour. This kind of observation method will allow the observer to maintain 
student teacher commitments, whilst carrying out research. 
 
Finally, questioning was used during the presentation stages of the collaborative work. The 
nature of response, who was responding, and the frequency of response was recorded to 
provide insight into the children who showed signs of increased engagement from pre to post-
elicitation. 
 
 
Findings  
 
Pre-elicitation 
 
During this collaborative activity, the children were asked to work in groups to research and 
create an informative poster relating to their local area. No prior information relating to group 
roles was given, however, the role of the reporter was allocated at the outset of the task. 
 
During the lesson, many of the children ultimately became disengaged with the task. Within 
each group (four children), at least two children showed signs of high engagement and 
interest in the task. Often one child taking responsibility for researching and the other 
scribing the information, meanwhile, the other two participants of the group struggled to 



	

establish their responsibility and therefore lost interest quickly. One child was observed 
stating, “when are you two going to do anything?”, to which the children responded, “you 
won’t let us do anything”. This also highlights the control exhibited by many of the children, 
which seemed to prove as a challenge for those children who couldn’t identify a gap to slot 
into. 
 
Post-elicitation 
 
The children were all allocated group roles during this lesson and informed the role of the 
reporter would be withheld until five minutes prior to presentation. The roles allocated were; 
timekeeper, group leader, scribe and researcher. The task was research based again, with the 
end product being a PowerPoint presentation created by the children. 
 
A substantial decrease in group conflict was observed during this lesson. The children all 
adopted their allocated role and showed signs of actively engaging in the given task. More 
children were paying attention to the research being gathered and could confidently feedback 
information during questioning. There seemed to be a balance in the children’s workload, 
which improved their overall experience of the learning. 
 
Questionnaires 
 
At the end of both phases, a questionnaire was conducted to gather evidence of children’s 
perception of the collaborative activity. The comparative results are shown in Table 1 below. 
The results show there is an improvement in the children’s perception of the success of the 
activity. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Agree/Strongly Agree 

Pre-elicitation Post-elicitation 

I enjoyed working in my group 62% 97% 

I enjoyed contributing to the task 89% 100% 

Everyone in my group was involved 61% 92% 

I was involved in my group 85% 98% 

I felt supported by my group 50% 91% 

I felt people listened to my ideas 55% 94% 



	

 
Conclusions 
 
There was an overall improvement on children’s engagement and motivation during 
collaborative activities. It is possible there are other factors which influenced this 
improvement, such as the nature of the task or the children’s interest in the subject area. 
However, the children made many verbal statements which suggested they enjoyed having a 
responsibility within their group and took much interest in knowing who the reporter would 
be. Children expressed their confidence in knowing their place in the group and showed an 
improvement in their knowledge and understanding of the topic being explored. It would be 
reasonable to assume this is a result of the role of the reporter being withheld from the 
children until the end of the task. Children agreed/strongly agreed that everyone in their 
group was involved during the post-elicitation phase, suggesting an increase in overall pupil 
participation. 
 
Implications for Future Practice 
 
This study offers a theoretical insight into the impact of withholding the role of the reporter 
during collaborative learning, which has not been previously researched to a great extent. The 
findings of this study illustrate that withholding this role in group work can improve pupil 
participation and pupil’s attitudes towards collaborative group activities. This study provides 
evidence that withholding the role of the reporter is a technique which is essential to ensure 
the success of collaborative learning and therefore enhance teachers’ practice. 
 
In order to verify the findings of this pilot study, it is suggested that a longitudinal study with 
more resources behind it is carried out to investigate the full potential of this technique. This 
will allow for more concrete, vast evidence to be gathered to further support the use of the 
technique during collaborative learning. 
 
This study was highly relevant for my initial teacher training year. It has enhanced my 
understanding of the potential of conducting a practitioner enquiry and highlighted the 
benefits of sustaining career-long professional development within the classroom. Finally, 
this study has highlighted to me, the importance of children’s engagement as a collective 
group and the need to give all children an equal opportunity to feel valued and respected 
when expressing their thought and opinions openly. As Nystrand et al. (1997) said: 
 
“The bottom line for learning is…the extent to which [teaching] requires students to think, 
not just report someone else’s thinking.” 
 
        (Nystrand et al., 1997, p.72) 
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